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Abstract
Poincaré proved existence of meromorphic function solution of a certain kind of
system of multiplication formulae and claimed that the class of those functions is
new. In this paper we exemplify Poincaré’s meromorphic functions being truly new
in a rigorous sense. We prove that those functions cannot be expressed rationally (nor
algebraically) by solutions of linear difference equations, the exponential function
ex , the trigonometric functions cos x and sin x , the Weierstrass function }(x) and
any other functions satisfying first order algebraic difference equations, where the
transforming operator of the difference equations is one sending y(x) to y(2x), not
to y(x C 1).
1. Introduction
In his paper [8] Poincaré studied meromorphic functions which satisfy a system of
difference equations,
(1)
8


<


:
'1(mx) D R1('1(x), '2(x), : : : , 'n(x)),
'2(mx) D R2('1(x), '2(x), : : : , 'n(x)),
  
'n(mx) D Rn('1(x), '2(x), : : : , 'n(x)),
where R1, : : : , Rn are rational functions over C and m 2 C satisfies jmj > 1. He proved
existence of meromorphic function solution of the system (1) under a certain condi-
tion and claimed that the class of these functions is new. Our question is whether the
system (1) can define “new functions”. In Section 5 we answer it by introducing an
example which defines “new functions” in the sense explained later.
In this paper we study systems of difference equations of birational form such as
(2) y2 y D A(y1)B(y1)
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and
(3)
8


<


:
y1 y D
A(z)
B(z) ,
z1z D
C(y1)
D(y1)
,
where A, B, C and D are polynomials over C(x), A and B are relatively prime and
C and D are relatively prime. The symbols y1 and z1 denote the first transforms of
y and z respectively such as y(x C 1), y(mx) or y(x2) for y(x), and y2 denotes the
second transform of y.
It would be worth to mention q-Painlevé equations which were presented by B.
Grammaticos, A. Ramani and other authors (see [2, 9, 10, 11, 12]). According to the
paper [12] by H. Sakai, 8 of 11 q-Painlevé equations have the form (2) or (3) with
max{deg A, deg B, deg C, deg D}  2. For example,
q-P(A7) W y2 y D a(1   y1)y21
and
q-P(A3) W
8


<


:
y1 y D b7b8
(z   b1)(z   b2)
(z   b3)(z   b4)
,
z1z D b3b4
(y1   qb5)(y1   qb6)
(y1   b7)(y1   b8)
,
q D
b1b2b7b8
b3b4b5b6
,
where y D y(t), y1 D y(qt), y2 D y(q2t), z D z(t), z1 D z(qt) and a and bi ’s are
parameters.
In Sections 3 and 4 we respectively show that the equation (2) is irreducible if
max{deg A, deg B} > 2 and that the system (3) is irreducible if
max{deg A, deg B} max{deg C, deg D} > 4.
Here the irreducibility is in the sense of the decomposable extension defined in the
Definition 2 and implies that each transcendental function component of any vector
solution cannot be expressed rationally (nor algebraically) by solutions of linear differ-
ence equations and solutions of first order algebraic difference equations. The precise
explanation of the decomposable extension will be seen in Section 2 (cf. [4, 5, 6, 7]).
In Section 5 we introduce the theory of Poincaré and study the following system
of difference equations,
(4)
8


<


:
y(mx) D C(y(x), z(x)), C(Y, Z ) D A(Z )
Y C 
  ,
z(mx) D D(y(x), z(x)), D(Y, Z ) D B(C(Y, Z ))
Z C 
  ,
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where m 2 C with jmj > 1, ,  2 C and A and B are non-zero polynomials over C
such that deg A  deg B > 4, A(0) D 2, B(0) D 2 and
A0(0)B 0(0)

D
(m C 1)2
m
.
A0 and B 0 are the derivatives of A and B respectively. This system is derived from
(y(mx)C )(y(x)C ) D A(z(x)),
(z(mx)C )(z(x)C ) D B(y(mx)).
For the system (4), we obtain a meromorphic function solution by the method of Poincaré.
We show that the solution cannot be contained in any decomposable extension. For ex-
ample, in the case m D 2, this implies that the solution cannot be expressed rationally (nor
algebraically) by solutions of linear difference equations, the exponential function ex , the
trigonometric functions cos x and sin x , the Weierstrass function }(x) and any other func-
tions satisfying first order algebraic difference equations. We note that the above functions
respectively satisfy the following equations which can be regarded as first order algebraic
difference equations,
e2x D (ex )2,
cos 2x D 2(cos x)2   1,
(sin 2x)2 D  4(sin x)4 C 4(sin x)2,
}(2x) D 1
16

16}(x)4 C 8g2}(x)2 C 32g3}(x)C g22
4}(x)3   g2}(x)   g3
.
NOTATION. Throughout the paper every field is of characteristic zero. When K
is a field and  is an isomorphism of K into itself, namely an injective endomorphism,
the pair K D (K ,  ) is called a difference field. We call  the (transforming) operator
and K the underlying field. For a difference field K, K often denotes its underlying
field. For a 2 K , an element  na 2 K , n 2 Z, is called the n-th transform of a and is
frequently denoted by an if it exists. If K D K , we say that K is inversive. If K=K
is algebraic, we say that K is almost inversive. For difference fields K D (K ,  ) and
K0 D (K 0,  0), K0=K is called a difference field extension if K 0=K is a field extension
and  0jK D  . In this case we say that K0 is a difference overfield of K or K is a
difference subfield of K0. For brevity we sometimes use (K ,  0) instead of (K ,  0jK ).
We define a difference intermediate field in the proper way. Let K be a difference
field, L D (L ,  ) a difference overfield of K and B a subset of L . The difference
subfield KhBiL of L is defined to be the difference field (K (B,  B,  2 B, : : : ),  ) and
is denoted by KhBi for brevity. A solution of a system of difference equations over K
is defined to be a tuple of elements of some difference overfield of K which satisfies
the equations (cf. the books [1, 3]).
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2. Preliminaries
We begin this section by introducing the decomposable extension.
Lemma 1. Let L D (L ,  ) be a difference field and L an algebraic closure of L.
Then there is an isomorphism  of L into itself such that L D (L ,  ) is a difference
overfield of L. We call L an algebraic closure of L. If there is an almost inversive
difference subfield K D (K ,  jK ) of L such that tr. deg L=K <1, then L is inversive.
Proof. There exists an isomorphism  of L onto  L  L satisfying  jL D 
(cf. the book [13], Chapter II, §14, Theorem 33). Suppose that there is an almost
inversive difference subfield K D (K ,  jK ) of L such that tr. deg L=K < 1. Since
tr. deg L=K D tr. deg  L=K , the extension L= L is algebraic, which implies  L D L .
Therefore  L D L .
The following is the definition of the decomposable extension. Although it is dif-
ferent from the one in the preceding paper [6], they are equivalent.
DEFINITION 2 (decomposable extension). Let K be a difference field, and L an
algebraically closed difference overfield of K satisfying tr. deg L=K < 1. We define
decomposable extensions by induction on tr. deg L=K.
(i) If tr. deg L=K  1, then L=K is decomposable.
(ii) When tr. deg L=K  2, L=K is decomposable if there exist difference fields U , E
and M such that U is an algebraically closed difference overfield of L, E is a dif-
ference intermediate field of U=K, tr. deg E=K < 1, E and L are free over K, M is
a difference intermediate field of LE=E , tr. deg LE=M  1, tr. degM=E  1 and both
LE=M and M=E are decomposable, where LE and M are the algebraic closures of
LE and M in U respectively.
REMARK. For any first order algebraic difference equation over a difference field
K, each of its solutions, say f , generates a decomposable extension Kh f i=K, where
Kh f i is any algebraic closure of Kh f i. In fact, f and its first transform f1 satisfy
P( f, f1) D 0 for some non-zero polynomial P(X, Y ) 2 K [X, Y ], which implies that
fiC1 is algebraic over  i K ( fi )  K ( fi ) for all i  0. Hence we conclude that
tr. degKh f i=K D tr. degKh f i=K D tr. degK( f )=K  1.
We also have the following propositions.
Proposition 3 (Corollary 8 in [6]). Let K be a difference field,
(5) yn C an 1 yn 1 C    C a0 y D b
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be a linear difference equation over K, where n  1, and f a solution of (5). Then
Kh f i=K is decomposable for any algebraic closure Kh f i of Kh f i.
Proposition 4 (Proposition 3 in [6]). Let K be a difference field, and L=K and
N =L be decomposable extensions. Then N =K is decomposable.
Putting together the facts mentioned above, we find that, for any tower of differ-
ence field extensions generated by solutions of linear difference equations and solutions
of first order algebraic difference equations, its algebraic closure is a decomposable
extension.
The following two lemmas are used in proofs of irreducibility. The former is a
modification of the corresponding lemma concerned only with single equations in the
paper [6]. The latter is what we use in the following sections.
Lemma 5. Let K be a difference field, D a decomposable extension of K and
B  D. Suppose that for any difference overfield L of K of finite transcendence degree
and for any difference overfield U of L such that KhBiD  U , the following holds,
tr. deg LhBiU=L  1 ) any f 2 B is algebraic over L.
Then any f 2 B is algebraic over K .
Proof. The proof is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 9 in [6].
Lemma 6. Let K be an almost inversive difference field, D a decomposable ex-
tension of K and B  D. Suppose that for any inversive difference overfield L of K
and for any difference overfield U of L with KhBiD  U , the following holds,
tr. deg LhBiU=L  1 ) any f 2 B is algebraic over L.
Then any f 2 B is algebraic over K .
Proof. Let L be a difference overfield of K of finite transcendence degree and U
a difference overfield of L with KhBiD  U .
We show
tr. deg LhBiU=L  1 ) any f 2 B is algebraic over L .
Suppose tr. deg LhBiU=L  1. Let U an algebraic closure of U and L the algebraic
closure of L in U . Note that L is inversive. We find
tr. deg LhBiU=L D tr. deg LhBiU=L  1,
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which implies that any f 2 B is algebraic over L . Therefore any f 2 B is algebraic
over L .
By Lemma 5 we conclude that any f 2 B is algebraic over K .
We also need the following.
Lemma 7. Let L be a field, m, n 2 Z
1 and A, B, P, R, R0, S, S0 2 L[X ] n {0}
polynomials over L such that A and B are relatively prime,
max{deg R, deg R0, deg S, deg S0}  n,
Am R D P S and Bm R0 D P S0. Then deg A  2n=m and deg B  2n=m.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that deg A  2n=m. For polynomials C, D 2 L[X ]n
{0} we let (C, D) denote the monic greatest common divisor of C and D. Put C D
(Am , S). From Am R D P S we obtain
(Am=C)R D P(S=C), Am=C, S=C 2 L[X ].
Since Am=C and S=C are relatively prime, we find (Am=C) j P , which implies
deg(Am , P)  deg A
m
C
D m deg A   deg C
 m deg A   deg S  m deg A   n.
We obtain (Am , P) j Bm R0 from Bm R0 D P S0 and (Am , P) j P . Since (Am , P) and Bm
are relatively prime, we find (Am , P) j R0, which implies
deg(Am , P)  deg R0  n.
Therefore we conclude that deg A  2n=m.
3. Single equation of birational form
In this section we study irreducibility of the single equation,
y2 y D
A(y1)
B(y1)
,
where A and B are polynomials.
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Proposition 8. Let L D (L ,  ) be an inversive difference field and f a solution
of the equation over L,
B(y1)y2 y D A(y1),
where A, B 2 L[X ] n {0} are polynomials over L such that A and B are relatively
prime and max{deg A, deg B} > 2. Then it follows that
tr. deg Lh f i=L  1 ) f is algebraic over L.
Proof. To obtain tr. deg Lh f i=L ¤ 1 we assume tr. deg Lh f i=L D 1. Then fi is
transcendental over L for any i  0. Since it follows that tr. deg L( f, f1)=L D 1, there
exists an irreducible polynomial F over L ,
F D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
ai j Y i Y
j
1 2 L[Y, Y1] n {0}, ai j 2 L ,
such that F( f, f1) D 0, n0 D degY F  1, n1 D degY1 F  1 and an0n1 2 {0, 1}. Put
F1 D (Y B(Y1))n1 F

Y1,
A(Y1)
Y B(Y1)

,
F0 D (Y1 B(Y ))n0 F

A(Y )
Y1 B(Y )
, Y

,
where F D
Pn0
iD0
Pn1
jD0  (ai j )Y i Y j1 . It is seen that F1, F0 2 L[Y, Y1] n {0}. We find
F1( f, f1) D ( f B( f1))n1 F

f1, A( f1)f B( f1)

D ( f B( f1))n1 F( f1, f2) D 0
and
F0( f1, f2) D ( f2 B( f1))n0 F

A( f1)
f2 B( f1) , f1

D ( f2 B( f1))n0 F( f, f1) D 0,
which imply F j F1 and F j F0. Therefore we obtain
n0D degY F  degY F1 n1D degY1F

 degY1F0 n0,
and so n0 D n1. Put n D n0 D n1  1.
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Let P 2 L[Y, Y1] n {0} be a polynomial satisfying F1 D P F . We find P 2 L[Y1]
by degY P D degY F1   degY F D 0. We have
F1 D (Y B(Y1))n
n
X
iD0
n
X
jD0
 (ai j )Y i1

A(Y1)
Y B(Y1)
 j
D
n
X
iD0
n
X
jD0
 (ai j )Y i1 (Y B(Y1))n  j A(Y1) j
D
n
X
iD0
n
X
jD0
 (ai,n  j )Y i1 A(Y1)n  j B(Y1) j Y j
D
n
X
jD0
(
A(Y1)n  j B(Y1) j
n
X
iD0
 (ai,n  j )Y i1
)
Y j
and
P F D P
n
X
iD0
n
X
jD0
ai j Y i Y
j
1 D P
n
X
jD0
n
X
iD0
a j i Y j Y i1 D
n
X
jD0
(
P
n
X
iD0
a j i Y i1
)
Y j .
From F1 D P F we obtain
A(Y1)n
n
X
iD0
 (ain)Y i1 D P
n
X
iD0
a0i Y i1 (¤ 0),(6)
B(Y1)n
n
X
iD0
 (ai0)Y i1 D P
n
X
iD0
ani Y i1 (¤ 0).(7)
By Lemma 7 we find deg A  2 and deg B  2, which imply
max{deg A, deg B}  2,
a contradiction. Therefore we conclude that tr. deg Lh f i=L ¤ 1, which yields
tr. deg Lh f i=L  1 ) f is algebraic over L ,
the required.
Theorem 9. Let K be an almost inversive difference field, N a decomposable
extension of K and f 2 N a solution in N of the equation over K,
B(y1)y2 y D A(y1),
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where A, B 2 K [X ] n {0} are polynomials over K such that A and B are relatively
prime and max{deg A, deg B} > 2. Then f is algebraic over K .
Proof. Let L be an inversive difference overfield of K and U a difference over-
field of L with Kh f iN  U . Then by Proposition 8 we obtain
tr. deg Lh f iU=L  1 ) f is algebraic over L .
Therefore we find that f is algebraic over K by Lemma 6.
4. System of two equations of birational form
In this section we study irreducibility of the system of equations,
8


<


:
y1 y D
A(z)
B(z) ,
z1z D
C(y1)
D(y1)
,
where A, B, C and D are polynomials.
Lemma 10. Let L D (L ,  ) be an inversive difference field and (y, z) D ( f, g) a
solution of the system of equations over L,

B(z)y1 y D A(z),
D(y1)z1z D C(y1),
where A, B, C, D 2 L[X ]n{0} are polynomials over L such that A and B are relatively
prime, C and D relatively prime, deg AB  1 and deg C D  1. Then
tr. deg Lh f i=L D tr. deg Lhgi=L D tr. deg Lh f, gi=L.
If we suppose tr. deg Lh f, gi=L D 1 then we find that there are polynomials over L
with indeterminates Y and Z ,
F D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j 2 L[Y, Z ] n {0}, i j 2 L ,
G D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j 2 L[Y, Z ] n {0}, i j 2 L ,
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P 2 L[Z ] n {0} and Q 2 L[Y ] n {0} such that F( f, g) D G( f1, g) D 0, both F and G
are irreducible,
n0 D degY F D degY G  1,
n1 D degZ F D degZ G  1,
n0n1 , n0n1 2 {0, 1},
n0
X
iD0
(
A(Z )n0 i B(Z )i
n1
X
jD0
n0 i, j Z
j
)
Y i D
n0
X
iD0
(
P
n1
X
jD0
i j Z j
)
Y i(8)
and
(9)
n1
X
jD0
(
C(Y )n1  j D(Y ) j
n0
X
iD0
i,n1  j Y
i
)
Z j D
n1
X
jD0
(
Q
n0
X
iD0
 (i j )Y i
)
Z j .
Proof. (1) Firstly, we prove
tr. deg Lh f i=L D tr. deg Lh f, gi=L.
g is a zero of the polynomial f1 f B(X )  A(X ) 2 L( f, f1)[X ] because B(g) f1 f D A(g).
If we assume f1 f B(X )   A(X ) D 0 then we find that A(X ) and B(X ) has a common
divisor in L( f, f1)[X ], a contradiction. Therefore we have f1 f B(X )  A(X ) ¤ 0, which
implies that g is algebraic over L( f, f1). We obtain the required from
tr. deg Lh f, gi=L D tr. deg Lh f, gi=Lh f i C tr. deg Lh f i=L
D tr. deg Lh f i=L.
(2) Secondly, we prove
tr. deg Lhgi=L D tr. deg Lh f, gi=L.
f1 is a zero of the polynomial g1gD(X )   C(X ) 2 L(g, g1)[X ] because D( f1)g1g D
C( f1). If we assume g1gD(X )   C(X ) D 0 then we find that C(X ) and D(X ) has a
common divisor in L(g, g1)[X ], a contradiction. Therefore we have g1gD(X ) C(X ) ¤
0, which implies that f1 is algebraic over L(g, g1).
We may suppose that f is transcendental over L because we have
tr. deg Lh f, gi=L D tr. deg Lh f, gi=Lhgi C tr. deg Lhgi=L.
Since L is inversive, we find that f1 is also transcendental over L , which implies that
g is transcendental over L . Then from B(g) f1 f D A(g) we obtain
f D A(g)
B(g) f1 2 L( f1, g),
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and so
tr. deg Lh f, gi=L D tr. deg Lh f1, gi=L
D tr. deg Lh f1, gi=Lhgi C tr. deg Lhgi=L
D tr. deg Lhgi=L,
which yields the required.
(3) Finally we suppose tr. degLh f, gi=L D 1. By (1) and (2) we find that fi and
gi are transcendental over L for all i  0, where note that L is inversive. Since it
follows that tr. deg L( f, g)=L D 1, we find that there exists an irreducible polynomial
F 2 L[Y, Z ] n {0} over L ,
F D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j , i j 2 L ,
such that F( f, g) D 0, n0 D degY F  1, n1 D degZ F  1, and n0n1 2 {0, 1}. By
tr. deg L( f1, g)=L D 1 there exists an irreducible polynomial G 2 L[Y, Z ] n {0},
G D
n2
X
iD0
n3
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j , i j 2 L ,
such that G( f1, g) D 0, n2 D degY G, n3 D degZ G and n2n3 2 {0, 1}.
For any P D
P
i pi X i 2 L[X ] we define P as P D
P
i  (pi )X i , and for any
P D
P
i, j pi j Y i Z j , we define P as P D
P
i, j  (pi j )Y i Z j . Put
F1 D {Z D(Y )}n1 F

Y,
C(Y )
Z D(Y )

2 L[Y, Z ] n {0},
G1 D {Y B(Z )}n2 G

A(Z )
Y B(Z ) , Z

2 L[Y, Z ] n {0}.
Then we have
F1( f1, g) D {gD( f1)}n1 F

f1, C( f1)gD( f1)

D {gD( f1)}n1 F( f1, g1) D 0
and
G1( f1, g1) D { f1 B(g1)}n2 G

A(g1)
f1 B(g1) , g1

D { f1 B(g1)}n2 G( f2, g1) D 0,
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which imply G j F1 and F j G1 respectively. Put
F0 D {Y B(Z )}n0 F

A(Z )
Y B(Z ) , Z

2 L[Y, Z ] n {0},
G0 D {Z D(Y )}n3 G

Y,
C(Y )
Z D(Y )

2 L[Y, Z ] n {0}.
Then we have
F0( f1, g) D { f1 B(g)}n0 F

A(g)
f1 B(g) , g

D { f1 B(g)}n0 F( f, g) D 0
and
G0( f1, g1) D {g1 D( f1)}n3 G

f1, C( f1)g1 D( f1)

D {g1 D( f1)}n3 G( f1, g) D 0,
which imply G j F0 and F j G0 respectively. Therefore we find n0 D n2 and n1 D n3 by
n0 D degY F  degY G1  n2 D degY G  degY F0  n0
and
n1 D degZ F  degZ G0  n3 D degZ G  degZ F1  n1.
Let P, Q 2 L[Y, Z ]n{0} be polynomials such that F0 D PG and G0 D QF. Since
we have
degY P D degY F0   degY G D 0,
and
degZ Q D degZ G0   degZ F D 0,
we obtain P 2 L[Z ] and Q 2 L[Y ]. Calculate F0 and PG as follows,
F0 D {Y B(Z )}n0
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j

A(Z )
Y B(Z )
i
Z j
D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j A(Z )i Z j (Y B(Z ))n0 i
D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
n0 i, j A(Z )n0 i Z j (Y B(Z ))i
D
n0
X
iD0
(
A(Z )n0 i B(Z )i
n1
X
jD0
n0 i, j Z
j
)
Y i ,
PG D P
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j D
n0
X
iD0
8
<
:
P
n1
X
jD0
i j Z j
9
=
;
Y i .
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Then we obtain the equation (8). To obtain the equation (9) we calculate G0 and QF
as follows,
G0 D {Z D(Y )}n1
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i

C(Y )
Z D(Y )
 j
D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i C(Y ) j (Z D(Y ))n1  j
D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i,n1  j Y
i C(Y )n1  j (Z D(Y )) j
D
n1
X
jD0
(
C(Y )n1  j D(Y ) j
n0
X
iD0
i,n1  j Y
i
)
Z j ,
QF D Q
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
 (i j )Y i Z j D
n1
X
jD0
(
Q
n0
X
iD0
 (i j )Y i
)
Z j .
Proposition 11. Let LD (L ,  ) be an inversive difference field and (y, z) D ( f, g)
be a solution of the system of equations over L,

B(z)y1 y D A(z),
D(y1)z1z D C(y1),
where A, B, C, D 2 L[X ]n{0} are polynomials over L such that A and B are relatively
prime, C and D relatively prime and
max{deg A, deg B} max{deg C, deg D} > 4.
Then it follows that
tr. deg Lh f, gi=L  1 ) f and g are algebraic over L.
Proof. To obtain tr. deg Lh f, gi=L ¤ 1 we assume tr. deg Lh f, gi=L D 1. By
Lemma 10 there exist polynomials F, G, P, Q 2 L[Y, Z ] n {0} over L such that
F D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j , i j 2 L ,
G D
n0
X
iD0
n1
X
jD0
i j Y i Z j , i j 2 L ,
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P 2 L[Z ], Q 2 L[Y ], F( f, g) D G( f1, g) D 0, F and G are irreducible,
n0 D degY F D degY G  1,
n1 D degZ F D degZ G  1,
n0n1 , n0n1 2 {0, 1},
n0
X
iD0
(
A(Z )n0 i B(Z )i
n1
X
jD0
n0 i, j Z
j
)
Y i D
n0
X
iD0
(
P
n1
X
jD0
i j Z j
)
Y i(10)
and
(11)
n1
X
jD0
(
C(Y )n1  j D(Y ) j
n0
X
iD0
i,n1  j Y
i
)
Z j D
n1
X
jD0
(
Q
n0
X
iD0
 (i j )Y i
)
Z j .
From the equation (10) we obtain the following two equations,
A(Z )n0
n1
X
jD0
n0 j Z
j
D P
n1
X
jD0
0 j Z j (¤ 0),(12)
B(Z )n0
n1
X
jD0
0 j Z j D P
n1
X
jD0
n0 j Z
j (¤ 0).(13)
From the equation (11) we obtain the following two equations,
C(Y )n1
n0
X
iD0
in1 Y
i
D Q
n0
X
iD0
 (i0)Y i (¤ 0),(14)
D(Y )n1
n0
X
iD0
i0Y i D Q
n0
X
iD0
 (in1 )Y i (¤ 0).(15)
By Lemma 7 we find that
deg A 
2n1
n0
, deg B 
2n1
n0
,
deg C 
2n0
n1
, deg D 
2n0
n1
,
which imply
max{deg A, deg B} max{deg C, deg D} 
2n1
n0

2n0
n1
D 4,
a contradiction. Therefore we conclude tr. deg Lh f, gi=L ¤ 1, which yields
tr. deg Lh f, gi=L  1 ) f and g are algebraic over L ,
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the required.
Theorem 12. Let K be an almost inversive difference field, N a decomposable
extension of K and (y, z) D ( f, g) a solution in N of the system of equations over K,

B(z)y1 y D A(z),
D(y1)z1z D C(y1),
where A, B,C, D 2 K [X ]n{0} are polynomials over K such that A and B are relatively
prime, C and D relatively prime and
max{deg A, deg B} max{deg C, deg D} > 4.
Then f and g are algebraic over K .
Proof. Let L be an inversive difference overfield of K and U a difference over-
field of L with Kh f, giN  U . By Proposition 11 we obtain
tr. deg Lh f, giU=L  1 ) f and g are algebraic over L .
Therefore by Lemma 6 we conclude that f and g are algebraic over K .
5. “New” functions of Poincaré
In this section we exemplify Poincaré’s functions being truly new in a rigorous
sense. First of all, we introduce the theory of Poincaré. He studied the following sys-
tem of difference equations [8],
(16)
8


<


:
'1(mx) D R1('1(x), '2(x), : : : , 'n(x)),
'2(mx) D R2('1(x), '2(x), : : : , 'n(x)),
  
'n(mx) D Rn('1(x), '2(x), : : : , 'n(x)),
where R1, R2, : : : , Rn 2 C(X1, X2, : : : , Xn) are rational functions over C and m 2 C
satisfies jmj > 1. We additionally suppose Ri (0, 0, : : : , 0) D 0 for all i and put
ik D
Ri
Xk
(0, 0, : : : , 0).
We define
F(s) D
0
B
B
B

11   s 12 : : : 1n
21 22   s : : : 2n
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
n1 n2 : : : nn   s
1
C
C
C
A
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and suppose that det F(m)D 0 and det F(m p)¤ 0 for all p 2 Z
2. We take (11,21,:::,
n1) 2 Cn n {0} such that
F(m)
0
B
B
B

11
21
.
.
.
n1
1
C
C
C
A
D 0
and inductively define 1p, 2p, : : : , np for all p  2 by
0
B
B
B

1p
2p
.
.
.
np
1
C
C
C
A
D  F(m p) 1
0
B
B
B

1p
2p
.
.
.
np
1
C
C
C
A
,
where i p is the coefficient of x p of
Ri
 p 1
X
kD1
1k x
k
, : : : ,
p 1
X
kD1
nk x
k
!
.
Put '0i D
P
1
kD1 ik x
k for all i D 1, 2, : : : , n. Then the following theorem holds.
Theorem 13 (Poincaré [8]). '01 ,'02 , : : : ,'0n satisfy the system (16) as formal power
series and converge. Moreover there exist meromorphic functions over C, '1,'2, : : : ,'n ,
which satisfy the system (16) and their power series representations at 0 coincide with
'
0
1 , '
0
2 , : : : , '
0
n respectively.
From here, we deal with the following system of equations,
(17)
8


<


:
y(mx) D C(y(x), z(x)), C(Y, Z ) D A(Z )
Y C 
  ,
z(mx) D D(y(x), z(x)), D(Y, Z ) D B(C(Y, Z ))
Z C 
  ,
where m 2 C with jmj > 1, ,  2 C and A and B are non-zero polynomials over C
such that deg A  deg B > 4, A(0) D 2, B(0) D 2 and
A0(0)B 0(0)

D
(m C 1)2
m
.
A0 and B 0 are the derivatives of A and B respectively. Any solution satisfies
(18)
(y(mx)C )(y(x)C ) D A(z(x)),
(z(mx)C )(z(x)C ) D B(y(mx)).
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Proposition 14. The system (17) satisfies Poincaré’s conditions.
Proof. We find C(0, 0) D D(0, 0) D 0,
C
Y
(Y, Z ) D   A(Z )(Y C )2 ,
C
Y
(0, 0) D  1,
C
Z
(Y, Z ) D A
0(Z )
Y C 
,
C
Z
(0, 0) D A
0(0)

,
D
Y
(Y, Z ) D B
0(C(Y, Z ))(C=Y )(Y, Z )
Z C 
,
D
Y
(0, 0) D   B
0(0)

,
and
D
Z
(Y, Z ) D B
0(C(Y, Z ))(C=Z )(Y, Z )(Z C )   B(C(Y, Z ))
(Z C )2 ,
D
Z
(0, 0) D A
0(0)B 0(0)

  1.
Hence we have
F(s) D
0
B
B

 1   s
A0(0)

 
B 0(0)

A0(0)B 0(0)

  1   s
1
C
C
A
.
Its determinant is
det F(s) D (s C 1)2   A
0(0)B 0(0)

(s C 1)C A
0(0)B 0(0)

D (s C 1)2   (m C 1)
2
m
s
D (s C 1)2  

m C 2C
1
m

s
D s2  

m C
1
m

s C 1
D (s   m)(s   m 1),
and so det F(m) D 0. Since we supposed jmj > 1, we find that det F(m p) ¤ 0 for all
p 2 Z
2.
Therefore, by Theorem 13, there exist meromorphic functions over C, y(x) and
z(x), which satisfy the system (17), y(0) D z(0) D 0 and (y0(0), z0(0)) ¤ (0, 0). For this
solution (y(x), z(x)), we find the following.
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Theorem 15. Let K D (C(x), x 7! mx). Khy, zi cannot be contained in any de-
composable extension of K.
Proof. To use the results in Section 4, we put
f (x) D y(x)C , g(x) D z(x)C .
Since (y(x), z(x)) satisfies the system (18), we obtain
 f (mx) f (x) D A(g(x)   ),
g(mx)g(x) D B( f (mx)   ).
By Theorem 12 we find that for any decomposable extension N of K, Kh f, gi  N
implies that f and g are algebraic over C(x). Therefore, for any decomposable exten-
sion N of K, Khy, zi  N implies that y and z are algebraic over C(x).
Assume Khy, zi  N for some decomposable extension N of K. Then y and z
are algebraic over C(x). Since y and z are meromorphic functions, it follows that y
and z are rational functions, namely y, z 2 C(x). Express y and z as
y D
P
Q , z D
R
S
, P, Q, R, S 2 C[x],
where Q and S are non-zero monic polynomials, P and Q are relatively prime and R
and S are relatively prime. From the system (18) we obtain
8








<








:
(P(mx)C Q(mx))(P(x)C Q(x))S(x)deg A
D Q(mx)Q(x)S(x)deg A A

R(x)
S(x)

,
(R(mx)C S(mx))(R(x)C S(x))Q(mx)deg B
D S(mx)S(x)Q(mx)deg B B

P(mx)
Q(mx)

.
Since S(x)deg A and S(x)deg A A(R(x)=S(x)) are relatively prime, S(x)deg A divides
Q(mx)Q(x), which yields
(19) deg A  deg S  2 deg Q.
Since Q(mx)deg B and Q(mx)deg B B(P(mx)=Q(mx)) are relatively prime, Q(mx)deg B
divides S(mx)S(x), which yields
(20) deg B  deg Q  2 deg S.
Hence we obtain
deg A  deg B  deg Q  deg S  4 deg Q  deg S.
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Recalling deg A  deg B > 4, we find deg Q  deg S D 0. If deg Q D 0 then we obtain
deg S D 0 by (19). If deg S D 0 then we obtain deg Q D 0 by (20). Therefore we
conclude that deg Q D deg S D 0. Since we supposed that Q and S are monic, this
implies Q D S D 1.
Now we have
(21)
(P(mx)C )(P(x)C ) D A(R(x)),
(R(mx)C )(R(x)C ) D B(P(mx)).
Note that y(x) D P(x), z(x) D R(x), y(0) D z(0) D 0 and (y0(0), z0(0)) ¤ (0, 0). If we
assume P D 0, then we obtain R ¤ 0, deg R  1 and
(R(mx)C )(R(x)C ) D B(0) D 2 2 C,
which yield a contradiction. Hence we find P ¤ 0, and so deg P  1. If we assume
R D 0, then we obtain
(P(mx)C )(P(x)C ) D A(0) D 2 2 C,
a contradiction. Hence we find R ¤ 0, and so deg R  1. By the equations (21) we
obtain 2 deg P D deg A  deg R and 2 deg R D deg B  deg P , which imply
deg A  deg B D
2 deg P
deg R

2 deg R
deg P
D 4,
a contradiction. Therefore we conclude that for any decomposable extension N of K,
Khy, zi is not contained in N , the required.
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